The benefits of using multiple antennas in wireless communications have been known for some time [1–3]. In particular, Foschini [3] showed that the use of multiple antennas at both the receiver and the transmitter makes it possible to significantly increase the link capacity, effectively making use of multiple parallel radio channels in the same band, by separation in space. Following that seminal paper, many researchers have contributed to this area, but there remain many open research issues regarding how this increased capacity at the physical layer (PHY) can be exploited to provide improved networking performance by the use of new protocol design techniques.

The field of ad hoc networks has enjoyed significant interest in the research community in recent years, as the capability of setting up a self-organizing wireless network on demand is attractive in many application scenarios, including disaster relief, temporary events, and battlefield situations [4]. Recent capacity results on ad hoc networks [5] suggest that in very large deployments the available throughput per node may be limited, as it is a decreasing function of the number of nodes in the network. While the exact relationship depends on specific assumptions made on the transmitter properties and on the traffic characteristics, the result is believed to hold under fairly general conditions. Since the level of interference in the network is correlated with the number of nodes transmitting simultaneously, it is important to look for ways to mitigate the interference and to improve the transport capacity of such networks. The use of smart antennas and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology is a promising PHY approach to boost the network throughput, thanks to the exploitation of the spatial dimension and the resulting interference reduction; however, achieving its full benefits requires a thorough understanding of the physical-layer properties and behavior as well as the networking design criteria and objectives.

In this area of ad hoc networks, there has been some recent interest in understanding how the availability of smart antenna nodes affects both the design and the performance of networking protocols, especially at the medium access control (MAC) and routing layers [6]. There are a number of studies on the use of directional antennas, but this model does not fully address the spatial multiplexing capabilities that might be achieved by MIMO systems. Some recent studies are available in which the authors try to address more general MIMO systems by factoring in more detailed models [7, 8], but this is an area which is not yet well understood. In this article we will address the issues involved in exploiting MIMO channels and antenna arrays in improving network operation and protocol performance.

We consider a cross-layer approach, where protocol design is tightly coupled with a deeper understanding of the physical layer and channel behavior. The major focus of this work is the MAC and PHY layers, although some considerations could be made for routing as well. This means that the protocols must be designed in a way that is specifically targeted towards exploiting the availability of multiple antennas and the specific MIMO techniques used (and solving the problems that this availability raises), but it also means that the PHY and MAC must be able to...
exchange measurements and parameter values in order to enable cross-layer optimizations that would not be possible in traditional network architectures. In following a cross-layer approach, it is very important to use caution in order to avoid serious drawbacks, as described in [9]. Therefore, we view the cross-layer design of ad hoc MAC protocols and its full integration with the PHY layer as a very difficult (and largely as yet unsolved) research problem, as is understanding which cross-layer mechanisms are effective and which PHY/MAC quantities and parameters should be exchanged across the layers.

This article is presented in three parts. In the first part, we provide a high-level discussion of what we consider the key technical challenges in this cross-layer approach, and provide some background on MIMO techniques and capabilities from a networking perspective. The second part gives an example of a cross-layer protocol that attempts to exploit PHY/MAC interaction and exchange of parameters. This provides insight about how a cross-layer approach can be translated into design strategies and on some of the issues that should be taken into account. As many of these results and considerations depend on the availability of channel state information and on its accuracy, a solid understanding of channel estimation techniques and on their accuracy and validity in time is a key ingredient of the MAC design addressed in this article. For this reason, in the third part of the article, we review some of the recent literature on channel estimation, including some of our own recent contributions. The perspective here also involves trying to understand how this can be helpful at the protocol layers when trying to make connections towards MAC design criteria, different time scales, and so forth.

**SOME MODELING AND DESIGN ISSUES**

In this section we provide a qualitative discussion of some issues that we consider important in modeling and designing simpler and more effective protocols.

**SPATIAL PROCESSING**

Before embarking on a discussion of how MIMO technology can impact network performance, it is essential to understand how MIMO systems exploit the channel spatial dimension [10]. Generally speaking, two nodes — each equipped with multiple antennas and communicating over a multipath propagation environment — can theoretically signal over multiple independent and parallel channels or “spatial modes.” The number and quality of these modes depends on the propagation characteristics (the number of multipaths along with their gain, departure angle, and arrival angle) and the antenna array topology.

The early studies regarding MIMO PHY technology mostly focused on a point-to-point or single-user link. While this prior work has been valuable in revealing achievable performance bounds and in demonstrating effective signaling and detection strategies, researchers have also recognized the need to address the multi-user case typical of wireless networks. There has been some interesting recent work on this topic [11–13], as well as on the issue of combining MIMO technology with waveforms that are naturally suited for multi-user communications, such as spread spectrum [14] or orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) [15, 16]. We observe, however, that these multi-user PHY studies have not been widely considered by the networking community when devising MAC schemes.

Naturally, one could use traditional multi-access schemes (which, for narrowband communications, try to avoid simultaneous transmissions) and exploit MIMO simply to improve the performance of each established link. This approach, however, is suboptimal, since limiting the use of MIMO to increasing the point-to-point throughput does not exploit the MIMO-enabled spatial modes to facilitate parallel transmissions. This is intriguiging, given the limitations of common networking strategies. For example, in 802.11, data transmission is preceded by a RTS/CTS exchange that alerts all nodes within reach that they should refrain from transmitting until the data exchange being negotiated is over. However, since MIMO processing allows simultaneous parallel transmissions to (or from) different users, more aggressive schemes in which simultaneous transmissions are encouraged rather than forbidden seem appropriate. In this case, RTS/CTS exchanges can be used by nodes to gain awareness of traffic conditions in the network and to make scheduling decisions about packet transmissions in a distributed way. An example of a protocol designed following these principles is presented in this article.

**MIMO PHY ALGORITHMS**

When the nodes of a wireless network possess multiple antennas, the extra degrees of freedom may be used in several ways. Note that these advantages are not mutually exclusive; they are achieved by essentially the same means.
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Given a perspective where protocol design and operation is to be tightly coupled with the PHY and channel behavior, it is critical to be able to understand which channel parameters can be estimated and which are useful in the proposed cross-layer approach.

**Increased SNR/Range** — Multiple antennas can be used to focus the transmission or reception of energy to certain key directions, thus increasing the SNR or range of a wireless link. A typical means of doing this is through linear beamforming [19]. When two communicating nodes are in each other’s line-of-sight (LOS), the beamforming amounts to choosing antenna weights so that “beams” are pointed in each node’s direction. Side lobes cannot be eliminated in such instances, and some interference is produced in other directions, although it can be controlled. Of course, LOS propagation is not required to achieve gains via beamforming. With CSI at the transmitter, the multipath structure of the channel, typically revealed through the singular value decomposition of the channel matrix, can be used to design weights that maximize the link SNR. The resulting “beams” may have no relationship to the LOS direction.

**Improved Spectral Efficiency** — While SNR gains via beamforming can be used to increase data rates by means of denser signal constellations, multiple antennas can also increase throughput by means of spatial multiplexing, where multiple independent data streams are sent over a single link, and sorted out by means of spatial processing at the receiver. V-BLAST is an example of such a technique, and it only requires CSI at the receiving node [20]. However, capacity-achieving spatial multiplexing requires CSI at the transmitter as well, and amounts to sending symbols using multiple orthogonal transmit beams. The power of each transmitted beam is determined via water-filling in order to achieve capacity [21].

**Interference Nulling** — The converse of beamforming is often referred to as “null-steering,” in which the weights are adjusted to prevent rather than enhance transmission to or reception from certain directions. Interference nulling can occur at either the transmitter, where one desires to reduce the interference seen by other nodes, or at the receiver, where it is desired to eliminate contributions from other active links [22]. As with beamforming, interference nulling does not require LOS propagation, but it does require CSI wherever it is employed, at either the transmitter or the receiver [23].

**Multiple Access** — The subjects in the three preceding paragraphs are all motivated by scenarios involving point-to-point links, with contributions from other users considered to be interference. Multiple antennas can also be used for multi-user access, either for uplink (multiple nodes transmitting data to a single receiving node) or downlink (a single node transmitting data to multiple receive nodes) communication. It is this additional multiple access capability that could have the most significant impact on the higher layers of an ad hoc wireless network. In situations where the nodes are power constrained, the uplink and downlink cases are not symmetric.

The SNR per link in the uplink case will be higher, since in the downlink the transmitting node must divide its power among the nodes it is communicating with. This has important implications for wireless networks. Downlink space-division multiple access (SDMA) also has the disadvantage of requiring CSI at the transmitter and receivers, unless multi-user detection is employed at all of the receivers, and all transmitted data is decoded by everyone. Otherwise, since the receiving nodes cannot cooperate (unlike in the case of the receiving node for spatial multiplexing above), the transmitter must ensure that data destined for one node do not interfere with the others it is attempting to communicate with [12, 13]. This is only possible if the transmitter can separate the users spatially, which in turn is only possible if their channels are known. For the uplink case, CSI is only required at the receiver, although transmit CSI could be used to improve SNR by means of beamforming.

As discussed above, and as is explained in more detail below, the ability of nodes to realize the advantages provided by multiple antennas depends on the properties of the communication channels between each pair of nodes and any interfering sources, and the ability of the network nodes to obtain reliable information about these channels. Furthermore, in cases where the transmitter cannot maintain adequately accurate CSI to achieve a desired performance, it is possible to realize a portion of the gains by using channel distribution information (CDI), as discussed in the subsection “Channel Knowledge Time-Scale Issues” below.

**CHANNEL ESTIMATION AND EFFECTS OF CHANNEL ESTIMATION ERRORS**

Given a perspective where protocol design and operation is to be tightly coupled with the PHY and channel behavior, it is critical to be able to understand which channel parameters can be estimated and which are useful in the proposed cross-layer approach. This is a hard problem to solve, since it requires a very deep understanding of both layers as well as the development of new performance studies taking a nontraditional approach.

For a useful cross-layer design approach, it is important to consider how channel conditions and lower-layer designs affect the protocol performance, and how the different time scales involved at the various layers relate to each other. Therefore, from a protocol-design perspective, it is important to understand what are the main channel parameters and the time scales on which they vary, as well as the accuracy with which their values can be provided.

In view of the importance of this topic and its potential implications on MAC protocol design criteria as well as performance, we return to this topic subsequently, and provide more extensive technical results and insights.

**REALISTIC ANTENNA MODELS**

As a representative example of the types of studies that need to be performed when using MIMO PHY technology in a multi-user network, consid-
er the case of beamforming in an LOS environment. In the recent literature on ad hoc networking with directional antennas, purely directional radiation patterns have been mostly considered. One reason for this is that it is relatively easy to study protocols in this case, and it is also relatively easy to adapt existing protocols based on the argument that some interferers will not be seen by a directional node pointing in a different direction, and also that some directional transmissions will only affect nodes within their angle of radiation. The fact that nodes may have different awareness about what happens in different directions leads to some design issues, because of which, adaptation of existing protocols (e.g., IEEE 802.11 for WLANs) is not straightforward, but requires some additional mechanisms [6]. However, it is clear that directional antennas where the gain is constant in a given angle and zero outside do not exist in practice: rather, one has to account for nonconstant gains as well as side lobes which are responsible for the transmission of energy in unwanted directions. These improved models have recently been considered in the networking literature, but are not yet widely used [24]. Similar studies need to be performed in order to understand how other MIMO approaches, such as those outlined in the subsection “MIMO PHY Algorithms” above, will impact networking protocols. The key consideration is to first understand the interference created by a transmission based on the approach under investigation, and then to devise protocol rules based on this information. This remains an open area of research. It is therefore clear that there is a need to identify the various options provided by MIMO networks and multiple antenna systems, and to relate the various techniques to protocol design choices.

**Receiver vs. Transmitter**

Directional patterns as well as beamforming can be performed at both the transmitter and the receiver. However, there are some fundamental differences that are too often overlooked in protocol design. A fundamental difference between the transmitter and the receiver is that the transmitter is power constrained, whereas the receiver is not. More specifically, the cost for a node to transmit simultaneous streams to two users is about twice the cost of transmitting to a single user, since the major energy consumption component is in fact the transmission power. Conversely, on the receiving side, the cost of receiving is not proportional to the number of beams. In fact, simultaneous reception in multiple modes only requires that the same set of antenna samples, which is very small in general (e.g., compared with the energy consumption to keep the receiving radio ON) and can usually be ignored.

Therefore, the trade-off between direction selectivity and gain (i.e., antenna gain when using a single beam and less or no antenna gain when in omnidirectional mode) only applies to the transmitter, where the total power limit has to be divided among the various beams, whereas it does not exist at the receiver, where omnidirectional reception with directional gain can be achieved by running in parallel as many beamformers as needed to cover the whole angular domain.

**MAC Schemes for MIMO Ad Hoc Networks**

Traditional networking research has modeled the physical layer by constructing simplified and, in many cases, unrealistic abstractions that make it easier to perform both analytical and simulation-oriented studies of the protocols developed. The use of high-fidelity models at the PHY tends to slow down simulations and may make analyses intractable. A popular model that is often adopted at the MAC layer is the use of circular ranges with omnidirectional antennas. With this model, it is assumed that nodes within the so-called transmission range of a node are able to decode a packet from the node whereas those that are within the sensing range detect the node’s transmission but are not able to decode it. With this model, a collision-free reception requires that all the nodes that are within the sensing range of a receiver are precluded from performing transmissions. The circular range model, often called the unit disk graph (UDG) model, also facilitates easy neighbor discovery; all the nodes that are within a given node’s transmission range are the node’s neighbors.

Recent efforts supplement this model by including losses due to shadowing and/or multipath Rayleigh fading within this circular footprint. MAC protocols (such as the IEEE 802.11 MAC) are often designed with this simplified model in mind. This model, which is rather simplistic even in the simpler omnidirectional case, is clearly inadequate for use in a multi-user MIMO setting. The transmission pattern using a multiplicity of antennas is complex and difficult to model. Furthermore, a multiplicity of communicating pairs that are in close proximity to one another could share the available bandwidth simultaneously. Given this, the design of a MAC protocol is challenging and will have to account for physical-layer dependencies.

**Complexities in Neighbor Discovery** — As described above, a plurality of techniques are possible with multiple-antenna equipped nodes, including the use of space-time codes, interference cancellation techniques, spatial multiplexing, and so forth. In many of these scenarios, CSI is required in order to perform the requisite MIMO processing. At the receiver, CSI is typically obtained by means of training symbols embedded in the transmitted signal. The training data transmission is usually uncoded (equal-gain symbols from each of the transmit antennas) and is not beamformed, since that would imply that the transmitter already has CSI. As a result, the neighboring nodes who hear the training data transmission will often be different from those who might hear a later space-time encoded or beamformed signal from the transmitter once it obtains CSI. Thus, identifying the correct set of reachable
neighbors with a MIMO transmission is a challenging and still unsolved issue. This problem becomes considerably simplified if one assumes the aforementioned (unrealistic) directional antenna beam patterns; this has been explored to some extent in the literature [25, 26].

Obtaining Channel State Information — As emphasized above, CSI is essential for the full utilization of a multi-antenna channel. High-data-rate multi-user MIMO techniques certainly have multi-user MIMO techniques for RTS/CTS handshakes as well as for data transmission. This requires the nodes and their environment to be static enough that the channel state does not change from one link activation to the next.

The availability of CSI feedback will also determine whether an open-loop system or a closed-loop system is to be used. If the channel state is fairly stable, then receiver-based feedback could be invoked to achieve spatial multiplexing or transmit beamforming. If the channel changes fairly rapidly, an open-loop system (e.g., based on the use of space-time codes) may be in order.

An appropriate frame structure must be utilized in the protocol design to enable acquisition of CSI and multi-user packet reception and transmission. An element of frame format construction for ad hoc networking protocols that has received attention is the utilization of a fixed contention window, followed by a data packet [26]. The benefit is that the data window is guaranteed to be collision-free. The popular 802.11 protocols, on the other hand, use a MAC based on CSMA/CA, which does not utilize this format. The best frame format and protocol for an ad hoc network is an open research topic.

Imposing a frame structure and ensuring that the nodes transmit their CSI at the same time requires that nodes be synchronized. However, with mobility, synchronization may not be easy to maintain.

Maintaining Channel State — With mobility, it is clear that the topology of the network changes dynamically. While connectivity will change on a relatively coarse time granularity, channel state changes on a finer granularity. If a node has a large number of neighbors, obtaining and maintaining the CSI with respect to all of these neighbors will be prohibitive in terms of cost. Thus, one might choose to perform topological control wherein a node maintains logical connectivity and updated CSI for only a subset of its neighbors. Then, given the aforementioned frame construction, the CSI could be periodically refreshed for these neighbors. While topology-control methods have been explored with the UDG model in mind [27], the problem becomes much more challenging given the complex transmission patterns that result in our scenario of interest.

Trade-offs between Rate, Range, and Reliability — As described above, one could use MIMO for diversity (transmission of the same information on the different antennas) or spatial multiplexing (or beamforming) [28]. The models that are required from the perspective of the MAC layer differ in the two cases. With diversity, a decrease in BER for the same average SNR is achieved due to the so-called diversity gain. At the MAC layer, this decrease could translate into an increase in transmission reliability, an increase in transmission range, an increase in transmission rate (by using a reduced level of forward error correction or a higher level modulation), or a better ability to tolerate interference which, in turn, could translate into a higher number of simultaneous transmissions in the same area. Depending on the performance objective or quality-of-service (QoS) requirement, the MAC layer may appropriately trigger the right functionality at the physical layer. The trade-offs between the different objectives from the perspective of cross-layer design will have to be studied in depth.

From the MAC-layer perspective, one of the main benefits of spatial multiplexing is an increase in rate (throughputs) or a higher number of parallel communication sessions. Given this, the main challenge that arises is to ensure that the number of simultaneous users approaches the limit of what is possible, but does not exceed that limit (so as to prevent collisions or loss of data). In the process, the design has to account for the fact that the neighbors of different nodes differ in an ad hoc networking setting.

Access Methods and Trade-offs — Typically, media access control could be either done as per a deterministic (possibly dynamic) schedule or via random access. Scheduled access is typically contention-free, whereas random access is contention-based.

CSI could be potentially used to determine how packet transmissions may be scheduled. The MAC layer may schedule multiple packet transmissions/receptions on links based on the achievable link SNRs and on their correlations. Depending on the schedule, it may be necessary to categorize nodes (or even antennas) into transmitters and receivers. Schedules have to be formed dynamically; statically scheduling transmissions a priori may not yield the best performance results, as the channel varies dynamically. Furthermore, construction of schedules requires synchronization between nodes (at least in terms of packet transmissions). There has been prior work on scheduled MAC-layer design for MIMO [7]. However, this work does not take into account the physical-layer dependencies and the dynamic-channel variations.

A random access scheme, on the other hand, may result in the suboptimal use of the available capacity if the number of simultaneous transmis-
In the protocol proposed in [8], packet transmissions are assumed to be synchronized at all nodes: all RTS transmissions start at the same instant, and so do CTS, data, and ACK transmissions, so that the data exchanges are organized in synchronous frames. This can be readily achieved with current technology and allows for correct spatial multiplexing of data and simplified receiver processing for interference cancellation.1

Packets in the network are generated according to a Poisson process of parameter \( \lambda \) (packets per second per node): each packet is assigned a random destination and a random length of \( k \times 1000 \) bits, with \( k \) uniformly chosen in the set \( \{1, 2, 3, 4\} \). Nodes can keep a maximum of 30 packets in their queue. Transmissions take place frame by frame, each frame consisting of an RTS, a CTS, a data packet, and an ACK. Signal packets are transmitted with a single antenna and are 200 bits long; data packets may be sent with multiple antennas, according to the packet length and using one 1000-bit block (called stream) per antenna. As a first step, in this preliminary study, we only considered uncoded transmissions. Preceding all transmitted packets is a training sequence for channel estimation, one per used tx antenna. We assume that, due to finite processing and memory, nodes can only estimate (using the training sequences) the channel conditions of a limited number of signals: one protocol design issue concerns the strategies to decide which signals should be detected and which should be left as unknown noise (and, as a result, cannot be canceled) [8].

We let any node in the network decide how many antennas to use for transmission depending on the intended receiver’s distance. RTSs are then composed by selecting packets from the queue on a FIFO basis, and allocating antennas according to the distance of the intended destination. The RTS contains information about the number of antennas to be used in transmission, so that the receivers can know how many training sequences will be used. A single RTS packet may contain multiple transmission requests. Nodes receiving RTSs try to decode them and then decide which transmissions to allow by sending a CTS, while also considering network load issues. We have developed and studied three different policies as follows.

- **NFT** (do not follow traffic): each node sends a CTS to clear the streams intended for it, and neither decodes nor cancels any other streams; all transmissions for other nodes are part of the unknown interference term.

- **PFT** (partially follow traffic): each node first uses training sequences to estimate the channels of all streams meant for it, and then uses the remaining training sequences (if any) to detect and cancel interference coming from other streams.

- **FT** (follow traffic): each node sends a CTS to clear at least one of the streams meant for it, and evaluates other requests in order of decreasing received power: if the evaluated request is meant for the node, it grants it with the CTS, otherwise it simply decodes and cancels the signal in order to enhance the correct decoding probability of the desired streams.

1 In the performance analysis, as an approximation and for the sake of simplicity, we assume all transmissions to be symbol-synchronous. This is by no means required for the interference cancellation at the receiver to work properly, so that synchronization is not a critical issue in the proposed scheme.

In order to employ opportunistic SDMA, a node would have to first ensure that the set of neighbors with which it wants to communicate are in the receive mode. A suitable feedback mechanism will also have to be constructed.

**An Example of Cross-Layer PHY/MAC Design**

In this section we briefly describe a MAC protocol designed to take advantage of a cross-layer approach, and provide some sample results. More details and results can be found in [8].

At the physical layer, we assume that the interference cancellation mechanism proposed in [30] is used, which provides an effective means to receive multiple signals. The MAC protocol is based on a collision avoidance mechanism, where all nodes send RTSs and CTSs before data transmission and conclude with an ACK to confirm correct packet reception. RTS (request to send) messages are used by prospective transmitters to signal their need to send a packet to the intended receiver, who then replies with a CTS (clear to send). If another node is able to receive that packet, it grants it with a CTS, otherwise it simply decodes and cancels any other transmissions for other nodes. The RTS/CTS exchange is meant to let everyone within reach know about data exchanges so that the data exchanges are organized in the spatial domain. The RTS/CTS handshake can then be newly interpreted as a simple binary task (send CTS or not) and becomes a more complex decision process whose rules can be studied and optimized in order to maximize the performance.

In the protocol proposed in [8], transmission of training sequences or pilot tones will have to be appropriately stimulated. Most of the previous MAC protocols designed for ad hoc networks are based on a random access strategy defined by the IEEE 802.11 standard. In the following section, we modify this MAC protocol for use with MIMO in some constrained settings.

Opportunistic space-division multiple access (SDMA) has been considered for use with MIMO in cellular networks [29]. While opportunistic SDMA is a feasible approach in cellular networks since the base-station forms beams on the downlink to two mobile users, in ad hoc networks each node can either be a transmitter or a receiver at a given instance in time. Thus, in order to employ opportunistic SDMA, a node would have to first ensure that the set of neighbors with which it wants to communicate are in the receive mode. A suitable feedback mechanism will also have to be constructed.

The MAC protocol is a training sequence-based approach, and provides some sample results. More details and results can be found in [8].
Note that in both PFT and FT, each receiver tracks exactly the same number of incoming signals, including intended data streams as well as strong interferers to be canceled. The difference between the two policies is that PFT maximizes the reception of intended traffic (and is therefore more prone to uncanceled interference), whereas FT gives priority to cancellation of strong interferers (thereby somewhat reducing the amount of intended traffic but greatly increasing its reliability). Under any policy, a CTS may respond to multiple RTTs, and this in turn will enable multiple transmissions from different nodes to coexist at the same time. It is worth emphasizing here the inherent cross-layer nature of these strategies, where PHY information about channel strength and accuracy of channel estimation drives protocol decisions at the MAC layer, which in turn defines how the PHY (the use of training sequences and the interference cancellation algorithm at the receiver) should be run.

Nodes then transmit data streams according to the CTSs received, and wait for the ACK. Streams related to the same packet are ACK’d separately, so that only the erroneous streams are retransmitted in the following frame using the appropriate number of antennas, and a packet is finally removed from the transmitter’s queue when all of its streams have been correctly received. A backoff mechanism is used, so that nodes which do not receive a CTS in response to an RTS assume the destination to be overloaded, and defer transmissions.

Some example results are given in Figs. 1 and 2, which report the average throughput, defined as the number of successful streams per frame, and the success rate, or the ratio between successful streams and streams sent. They refer to a fully connected network (all nodes visible to each other) with 25 nodes, each with eight antennas. The channel model includes distance-dependent path loss as well as Rayleigh fading, which is assumed to be uncorrelated for different pairs of transmit–receive antennas. The fully detailed bit-by-bit reception processes, including interference cancellation as well as the MAC protocol operation, have been included in a single simulation program. As can be clearly seen, our traffic-aware policies greatly outperform the straightforward application of 802.11 (NFT), showing promising results for increased network efficiency. These results clearly show that the benefit of MIMO technology can be enjoyed only by careful design of the higher-layer protocols, whereas a poor design of the MAC layer leads to unacceptably poor performance, despite the increased PHY potential.

A NOTE ON SIMULATION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

When it comes to evaluating the performance of cross-layer schemes where accurate models of the physical layer are to be used, we encounter several difficulties. First of all, some of the most widely used network simulation tools (e.g., ns-2 [31]) have poor support for physical-layer functionalities, and model the PHY behavior rather questionably, which is a major problem. A significant improvement in this sense would be needed. Another significant difficulty is that, even assuming availability of a simulation tool that allows the incorporation of physical layer details and properly models various aspects such as beamforming or interference cancellation, one would need to perform bit level simulations for proper modeling of PHY behavior, and cover a time span which makes the overall performance results statistically meaningful. In fact, there is a fundamental mismatch between the time scales involved at the MAC and PHY layers which would potentially result in extremely time-consuming simulations, hampering any serious study of the problem.

Therefore, there is a clear need for simulation models that incorporate proper approximations of the physical layer in order to make it possible to run network simulations with the desired degree of confidence. Unlike the current situation, where network simulators use a drastically simplified PHY model, what we invoke here is the development of analytical approximations for PHY performance that are adequate for network-layer performance evaluations. It is worth noting at this point that one of the reasons these approximations are not readily available is that the degree of accuracy required in this case would probably be seen as unacceptably bad from a strictly PHY point of view, whereas it is possible that even fairly gross approximations may actually do a good job in the overall network evaluation. This step clearly requires collaboration between the two communities, and understanding of each other’s needs in order to build effective tools for joint studies. Even though this requires some effort in trying to adapt one’s own mindset, we believe this could go a long way in making it possible to effectively study complex systems and to produce efficient cross-layer design approaches.

An example of a possible approach in this direction is reported in [32], where an analytical approximation is proposed for the interference cancellation algorithm and is used in a network
simulation of the protocol presented in this section. The accuracy of the results is shown in Figs. 1 and 2, where we report both the network simulation results with analytical PHY approximation, and the fully bit-level simulated network performance. As can be seen, the accuracy of the approximation is very good, whereas the simulation time to obtain the results was between 10 and 100 times shorter.

**Channel Estimation and Knowledge**

In the previous section, we presented an example of a MAC protocol that makes use of PHY and channel information in order to drive the access mechanism, in a cross-layer fashion. A natural question (and a difficult research issue) is how this information can be provided and how it can be used based on its accuracy, scope, validity in time, and so on. In order to make it possible to design and operate cross-layer protocols in a realistic scenario, one must understand the issues related to channel estimation and identify how the related information can be gathered, represented, exchanged, and finally used. While full integration of channel-estimation techniques in the protocol design and operation is well beyond the scope of the present article and will be part of our future work, here we present relevant results that are to be seen as the basis on which to build these cross-layer interactions. In particular, in this section we deal with three main issues: how estimation is performed in MIMO systems, and how accurately; issues in channel estimation in multi-user scenarios; and how long channel estimates can be considered to be valid in various situations of interest.

Typically, CSI is learned (or estimated) at the receiver by observing the channel output that corresponds to the preset training symbols (pilots). The accuracy of these estimates depends on various system parameters such as the pilot SNR, the Doppler spread of the received signal, and the properties of the channel estimation algorithm. In addition, since the channel state information at the transmitter in a frequency-division duplex (FDD) system has to be sent by the receiver, quantization errors and feedback rate further degrade the accuracy of the CSI at the transmitter. Practical systems also employ channel coding to provide improved performance, and the system performance is also affected by the coding parameters, the decoding algorithm, the interleaving depth, and the Doppler spread. Therefore, there exists a very important trade-off for resource allocation in terms of time slots and power between pilot symbols and data symbols. Furthermore, well-designed training sequences and pilot structures are also very important to improve the efficiency of the channel estimation [33–36]. In addition, in order to achieve better spectral efficiency than the conventional training-based estimation methods, code-aided joint channel-estimation and data-detection algorithms offer a promising alternative at the expense of computational complexity [37].

In this section we will discuss the factors determining the frame error rate and the bit error rate for three transmit diversity schemes: single-input single-output (SISO) and two MIMO formats, Alamouti [38] and closed-loop transmit diversity (CLTD). The MAC layer can optimize the code rate, the coding algorithm, the frame size, and so forth from the predicted error rates for each link and also determine the best link from the available links. The frame-level statistics define the average performance over a frame of data. When the symbol-level parameters are changing much faster than the frame period, the MAC layer may benefit more from knowledge of the frame level statistics. Alternatively, the MAC layer can check the link statistics to continuously optimize the link performance, but with a much higher system overhead. A discussion of the time scale issues in providing MIMO physical-layer data to the MAC layer is discussed below.

Naturally, the appropriate design criteria are dependent on the modulation format and will be different for single-user and multi-user scenarios. The scheduling of users in a multi-user network is one of the fundamental issues addressed at the MAC layer and, consequently, the appropriate protocols will be dependent on the modulation format selected. In this section we summarize some pertinent results on CSI accuracy for three different modulation formats: direct sequence (DS) code-division multiple access (CDMA), frequency hopped (FH) spread spectrum (SS), and OFDM. A substantial body of literature exists for the CSI accuracy of DS-CDMA modulation and will be summarized briefly below. DS-CDMA is designed for multi-user networks, but requires accurate power control [39, 40] unless advanced receivers are used [30, 41, 42]. However, the improved near-far resistance is achieved under certain assumptions which may not hold in ad hoc networks, especially in a hostile environment. For example, the LMMSE multi-user detector in [41] and the receiver in [30] assume short spreading codes and user synchronization, while the successive...
interference cancellation in [42] requires knowledge of the spreading codes of all interferers. Alternatively, other modulation schemes such as FH SS or OFDM, which are less sensitive to power control errors, can be employed.

**CHANNEL ESTIMATION IN MOBILE MIMO DS-CDMA NETWORKS**

The seminal work by Cavers [43] is the first paper that thoroughly analyzed channel estimation error in the context of wireless communication systems. In this article, the bit error probability of a SISO system is found when pilot symbols are time-division multiplexed into the signal stream and an FIR filter is used to combine noisy pilot signals to estimate the channel. This allows the effect of pilot SNR and Doppler spread on the CSI accuracy and the effect of CSI accuracy on the system performance to be defined. The CSI analysis was extended to the convolutionally coded system without interleaving by van Nobelen and Taylor in [44]. From these works, it is known that CSI accuracy improves when the pilot SNR increases or the Doppler spread decreases [43], but diversity increases as the interleaving depth or the Doppler spread increases [44]. Therefore, a diversity-estimation performance trade-off as a function of Doppler spread is expected. This trade-off was thoroughly analyzed only recently by Worthen and Stark in [45], where the optimal memory lengths and the error exponent bounds for joint estimation and decoding were derived assuming a block fading channel. The analysis was further extended by Jootar et al. in [46] for a convolutionally coded SISO CDMA system, where the pilot symbols and the data symbols are transmitted in parallel with different orthogonal codes. In this analysis, the pairwise error probability of the coded SISO system was derived with assumptions that are more general and a model that incorporates implementation issues (e.g., filter coefficients for the channel estimator, interleaving depth, signal-to-pilot energy ratio, multipath delay profile, and the Rician K factor). The analysis has been shown to accurately predict the frame error probability and the bit error probability from Monte Carlo simulations [46].

The exact performance analysis of MIMO systems in the presence of multiple users is quite involved [47]. The impact of channel estimation in the presence of multiple interferers for SIMO systems has been recently studied in [48]. Closed-form expressions for signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) distribution and outage probability are obtained for both equal-power and unequal-power interferer scenarios. These expressions allow for convenient evaluation of the effect of channel estimation quality on system performance.

Analyses on the effect of noisy CSI and Doppler spread on the performance of transmit diversity systems, such as an Alamouti space-time coded system or a closed-loop transmit diversity system with channel codes, are limited. Existing papers focus on systems without channel codes. For example, the effect of noisy CSI and Doppler spread on the Alamouti space-time coded system was derived by Jootar et al. in [49], where the authors assumed no channel codes. In addition, the performance of uncoded closed-loop transmit diversity with maximal ratio transmission (MRT) and equal ratio transmission (ERT) was derived by Jootar et al. in [50], where the authors showed that, although ERT closed-loop transmit diversity requires much less feedback information, the performance of this scheme is surprisingly close to the performance of the MRT scheme. Comparison among the results from [43, 49, 50] in Fig. 3 provides a complete understanding of how the SISO, Alamouti space-time code, and closed-loop transmit diversity behave. In Fig. 3, the channels are assumed to be Rayleigh flat fading with the Jakes power spectral density. The orthogonal codes used for the pilot channels and the data channels are assumed to have the same spreading gain. The channel estimates are calculated by 11-tap Wiener filters (noncausal for SISO and the Alamouti space-time code but causal for the MRT-CLTD). From the figure, it can be seen that transmit diversity schemes do not always outperform the SISO system, especially when the pilot SNR is small and the Doppler spread is large.

**MIMO-FHSS IN MANETS**

Frequency-hopping spread-spectrum (FHSS) is less sensitive to the near-far problem than DS-CDMA, because strong interferers normally collide with the desired user in frequency only for a small fraction of time due to hopping. This makes FHSS attractive for decentralized MANET applications where accurate power control is difficult to achieve [51].

Channel estimation is quite different for FHSS waveforms than for direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS), especially in the MANET scenario. For example, users in a DS-CDMA downlink estimate the channel realization from the pilot transmitted on a code orthogonal to all users’ codes [50]. Although
such a pilot channel can be implemented in FHSS by reserving a hopping pattern, it is not easily shared by uncoordinated users, since two channels are uncorrelated if the carrier frequency spacing exceeds the coherence bandwidth of the fading environment. Also, due to frequency separation between hops, the channel estimation may have to be performed for each dwell (the time duration of each frequency hop) separately. Consequently, pilot symbols have to be inserted in every dwell. Although blind or semi-blind techniques can be used to reduce the overhead due to excessive training at the cost of increased complexity [52], it is generally difficult to estimate the channel realizations in FHSS, even for a single transmit/receive antenna. Due to this and other considerations, previous studies on FHSS/FHMA systems mainly focus on FSK modulation with noncoherent demodulation (see, e.g., [53]).

It is well-known that multiple antennas can be used to provide a trade-off between diversity gain and multiplexing gain [54]. As argued in [50], MIMO transceivers designed for coherent operation may be sensitive to inaccurate channel estimates and the gain from multiple antennas can be reduced. Conversely, the differential unitary space-time modulation proposed in [17, 55] achieves full diversity from the spatial degrees of freedom without requiring knowledge about the channel realization at the receiver. To reduce the error floor in the performance of conventional differential detection [55], decision-feedback detection is proposed in [56] to exploit the statistics of the channel (see also [57]). As will be discussed in more detail below, the statistics of the channel are more stable than the channel realization. In [58], the statistics of the channel and the noise plus interference are estimated adaptively through a proposed joint-estimation demodulation-decoding scheme. The decoding-error performance is studied in [58] in a coded FHSS system using differential unitary space-time modulation. Simulation results show that the proposed receiver significantly suppresses bursty partial band interference (PBI) and the performance loss due to imperfect estimation of the channel/noise/interference is completely random [59]. Channel estimation is performed with the help of pilot patterns in the downlink and pilot symbols inserted in each hopping dwell in the uplink. In [64], a theoretical framework is developed in order to evaluate the bit-error-rate performance of coded modulation in the FH-OFDMA downlink. The results reveal that the construction and number of pilot patterns can have a large impact on the performance experienced by different users. Naturally, patterns that scan the time/frequency domain in a “uniform” manner guarantee approximately the same channel-estimation quality for different users, resulting in performance fairness. Channel estimation issues for OFDM are also discussed in [65, 66]. It is shown in [67] that channel estimation accuracy can be higher when the channel is estimated in the time domain as opposed to the frequency domain.

The design concepts described above carry over to the ad hoc environment. In a best-case scenario, different simultaneously communicating links should be assigned orthogonal patterns. If the total bandwidth demand (number of patterns per link × number of links) exceeds the number of orthogonal patterns (the pool of orthogonal patterns is naturally limited for a given bandwidth), the interfering patterns should be designed such that each link “sees” approximately the same interfering power on the average from other active links. Regarding channel estimation, a pilot pattern must be reserved for each link, since links are geographically separated and thus the respective channels are independent. If such a reservation is not feasible, one or more reference symbols can be inserted in each dwell or differential modulation can be used, as advocated above.

Since FH is employed to deal with the MAI, multiple antennas (MIMO) can be used for spatial multiplexing in order to increase the throughput. The transmitter can transmit orthogonal pilot patterns from each antenna, such that the channel matrix on a given subcarrier can easily be estimated at the receiver. A variety of detection methods can then be employed to retrieve the transmitted vector of symbols [63].
Channel Measurements — Channel data was acquired from a MIMO measurement system at Brigham Young University (BYU). For this study we will use data obtained in a parking lot filled with cars and surrounded by buildings and other structures. Measurements were taken at a carrier frequency of 2.55 GHz and included a stationary transmitter with eight antennas and a mobile receiver traveling at roughly one mile per hour, also with eight antennas. The narrowband channel response was recorded as a function of position along the motion. This channel data allows the implementation of system simulations at any (narrowband) data rate and any node velocity. For more detailed information on the measurement setup, see [69, 70].

Capacity and BER for CSI/CDI — For algorithms dependent on CSIT/CSIR, we will assume that perfect CSI is available at some initial point (defined as zero displacement). As the nodes move, the CSI will quickly become outdated, resulting in degraded capacity and bit-error performance. For CDIT, the channel distribution is known at the starting displacement and then slowly goes out of date due to mobility. CSI realizations are drawn directly from the channel-measurement dataset (i.e., no simulated channel estimation) while CDI is derived from the CSI values averaged over some fixed window, as described in [72]. For example, in the following numerical analysis, the transmit covariance matrix was averaged over a window of one wavelength in order to calculate CDI. In environments with higher mobility, a smaller window size would be needed due to the nonstationarity of the channel statistics.

Figure 4 plots achievable rate when various forms of channel knowledge go out of date due to node displacement. This displacement represents the time (or distance) between channel updates regardless of whether this knowledge was obtained through tracking, training, or some other form of channel estimation. The curves in Fig. 4 reflect what occurs when the optimal input covariance matrix for Gaussian signaling derived at zero displacement is used on future channel realizations. For this plot, CSIT indicates computing the capacity using the water-filling solution [21, 71] at zero displacement, and using the obtained channel covariance as the channel changes to calculate achievable rate (which implies outdated CSI but perfect CSIR). The curve for NoCSIT is the uninformed transmit capacity with perfect CSIR. The curve for CSIR is the water-filling solution when the CSI at both the transmitter and receiver becomes outdated. Achievable rate under degraded CSIR is found by assuming that self-interference due to inaccurate channel knowledge is Gaussian [70]. Finally, the curve for CDIT represents the achievable rate based upon beamforming with the dominant eigenvector of the channel transmit correlation matrix. It is important to recognize that this does not generally represent the optimal capacity obtainable with CDIT [68], but is used here to describe the relative stationarity of this form of channel knowledge. We will be focusing on the variation of this curve with time rather than the absolute capacity level. Note that dynamic channel tracking algorithms [72] can be implemented to mitigate the effects of outdated CSI; however, there is always a lag associated with the channel update process. The above
results define the sensitivity of achievable rate to this relative update rate, based on experimental measurements. These results imply that the achievable rate is most sensitive to changes in CSI at the receiver, and significantly less sensitive to changes in CSI at the transmitter. This can be understood by recognizing that in most practical channels, while the channel transfer matrix varies rapidly with position, the channel multipath structure (path gains and angles of departure and arrival) is much more slowly varying. Therefore, even outdated CSIT can indicate the general directions in which power should be transmitted for increasing the power at the receiver. The performance when using outdated CDIT is even less sensitive to node position, since the channel distribution depends only on the slowly varying multipath parameters. The BYU database of channel measurements covers many different environments, from the urban environment described here to indoor office buildings or outdoor forested areas, each having somewhat different absolute time scales of degradation; however, they all exhibit the general achievable rate trends discussed in this section. Figure 5 shows the uncoded bit-error rate (BER) as a function of node displacement using specific algorithms with BPSK modulation. The curves are for direct serial-to-parallel transmission (V-BLAST), transmitting on the right singular vectors of the outdated channel matrix and decoding with either the pseudo-inverse product of the outdated channel matrix and transmit precoding matrix (SVD1) or decoding with the pseudo-inverse product of the current channel matrix and transmit precoding matrix (SVD2), and a differential BPSK constellation with a beamformer derived from the dominant eigenvector of the transmit channel correlation matrix (BF). For V-BLAST, SVD1, and SVD2, only four of the eight streams were used; therefore, the achievable throughput is higher than that of the beamformer. The V-BLAST and SVD1 simulations allow CSIR and CSIT to go out of date while SVD2 assumes perfect channel information at the receiver and awareness of the outdated CSIT used by the transmitter. The beamformer simulation allows CDIT to change versus displacement.

The performance curves of Fig. 5 reflect trends observed in the achievable rates of Fig. 4: poor knowledge of CSI at the receiver directly translates into poor BER performance (V-BLAST and SVD1); outdated CSIT is less sensitive to temporal variations (SVD2); and CDIT with NoCSIR is extremely insensitive to changes in the channel (BF). Further, the results of SVD1 and SVD2 demonstrate the dangers in assuming stationarity of the channel. One could consider SVD2 as the expected performance, assuming a constant channel, while SVD1 is the actual performance resulting from node mobility and infrequent channel updates.

While not explicitly studied in this article, it is also possible to define channel goodness information (CGI), which is merely an N-bit quantization of a number which defines the overall channel quality. For example, CGI could represent a quantized version of the channel matrix Frobenius norm or even the number of channel singular values that are larger than a specific threshold. Under some circumstances, such CGI can change more slowly than any of the other channel descriptions discussed here, although additional research is required to carefully quantify the variations of such CGI quantities and understand their use in PHY algorithm and networking-layer protocol design.

**Multi-User Systems** — The observations made above for point-to-point links carry over into spatial processing for multi-user systems. For example, techniques such as dirty-paper coding [73], beamforming, and zero-forcing [23] require CSIT for all links that the transmitter is establishing. Because these algorithms use the CSIT to perform spatial nulling, they will most certainly be highly sensitive to time variation in the CSIT. One interesting possibility, however, is the use of CDIT in a multi-user system such that the transmitter achieves spatial-division multiple access by simply reducing the average interference power at each node. The strength of such an approach is that the CDIT would vary much more slowly with node motion, and therefore would not need to be updated as rapidly. The specific implementation and performance of such a scheme, however, remains an area of future research.

**CONCLUSION**

In this article, we have discussed research and design issues related to protocols for ad hoc networks in which nodes are equipped with multiple antennas and the processing capabilities to exploit various forms of MIMO techniques. The main focus was on MAC-layer design via a cross-layer approach in which the specific characteristics of the MIMO PHY are an integral part of the design process. A number of issues need to be taken into account in this case, and have been
discussed in the article. A specific example of a MAC based on these principles has been given, which highlights the benefits of tying the protocol design and operation to the physical-layer behavior. Finally, the issue of channel estimation, on which the success of MIMO techniques often critically depends, has been reviewed and discussed from the networking protocol design point of view. In doing so, we have tried to point out some important trade-offs related to channel-estimation accuracy, waveform selection, time scales, overhead, and performance.

The cross-layer approach invoked in this article, while being very promising for high-performance MIMO ad hoc networks, still requires much research in order to fully understand the many issues involved and successfully exploit the properties of MIMO in this environment.
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